is your right for AMBITION

What do you dream to be when you grow up?
is your right for

BODY

What do you love about your body?
E is your right for
CONSENT

Do you know what a bad touch is?
D is your right for DUMBBELLS

What is your favourite sport?
E is your right for EDUCATION

What is your favourite school subject?
F is your right for FREEDOM

What would you choose between jeans and a skirt?
is your right for

Being a GEEK

What is your favourite comic character?
is your right for HEALTH

What do you do every day to stay healthy?
is your right to INVENT

Share one science experiment from school.
is your right for JUSTICE

Have you ever been unfair?
K

is your right for

Being KICKASS

What’s your favourite super power?
is your right for
LOVE

Who do you love the most?
is your right for
MENSTRUATION

Do you know why girl’s have period’s?
is your right to Say NO

When do you say no?
is your right for

OWNERSHIP

What is the most precious thing you own?
P

is your right to

Be the PM

Who was the first female Prime Minister of India?
is your right to question

Ask a question starting with ‘Why’.
R is your right to RISE

How do you rise from feeling low?
S is your right for SAFETY

How can we make India more safe for girls?
T is your right to TRAVEL

Where do you want to travel to?
is your right to
Be UNIQUE

What is unique about you?
is your right for
VOICE

What is your opinion about girls’ right’s?
is your right to
Earn WEALTH

Ask your mom about how to make a budget.
X is your right to Learn about SEX

Do you know how kids are born?
is your right to

YAHOO

What is your happiest memory?
Z is your right to Get ZERO

Tell us about one failure that taught you something.